Limiting of Jews in Trades and Professions Divides Austrian Press (Jewish Telegraphic Agency)

VIENNA, July 22—Emphasis by the liberal press that the numeros clause for Jews in all branches of Austrian life was contrary to the spirit of the peace treaties and the Austrian Constitution was rejected today by the Christian Socialist (Government) and the trade union presses, these papers declaring that the government is carefully considering this step, which will be welcomed by the greater part of the Austrian people.

The reason for the numerous clause, limiting the number of Jews in a trade school or profession, was made two days ago by the Christian Socialist press, which declared that the Austrian people are "disgusted with the Jewish hegemony and the impudence of Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe forced upon Austria by the peace treaty."

The debate over the numerous clause is occupying a foremost place in the attention of the press. Some papers point out that a Jewish numeros clause would fail to impose Jewish restriction but on the contrary would secure the fullest equality for the Jewish minority in proportion to the Christian majority. This, they point out, would affect the Christian majority in agriculture, certain trades and (Continued on Page 2)

Voelkischer Beobachter "Jawohl" to Zionist Cause (Jewish Telegraphic Agency)

LONDON, July 22—A startling declaration expressing endorsement of the Zionist movement appears today in the Voelkischer Beobachter of Berlin, chief National Socialist party organ.

Referring to reports in Il Fopo, Italian newspaper, regarding increased Zionist activities in Germany as a result of discriminations against the Jews there, the Hitler organ expresses satisfaction with Zionist activities in Berlin.

"We only hope the numerous Zionist meetings in Berlin will increase the Jewish emigration to Palestine," the paper remarks.

Accuse Mosley of Conducting Raid on Rival Fascist Outfit (Jewish Telegraphic Agency)

LONDON, July 22—A raid on the headquarters of the British Fascists by a rival blackshirt organization last night, caused the British Fascists to come out today with the accusation that Sir Oswald Mosley, leader of the British Union of Fascists, personally supervised the raid.

The British Fascists are known to be anti-Semitic and they differ from the British Union of Fascists in that the latter, under Mosley's leadership, profess to reject the theory of racial discrimination.

The British Fascists as well as the British Union of Fascists wear black shirts, but the former wear a metal swastika while the latter wear fasces.

Mosley's party, replying to the accusation of the British Fascists, denied that they were responsible for the raid and suggested that the raid probably was staged by a group of Jews in retaliation for the British Fascists' counter-demonstration arranged at the same time as the Jewish anti-German procession marched to Hyde Park last Thursday.

At that time the counter-demonstration passed off unnoticed, for not more than twenty men took part in it, but now that Mosley has hinted Jews were responsible for raiding the British Fascists' headquarters, it is feared that renewed fighting (Continued on Page 2)

Nazis Halt J.T.A. Cable Service Out of Germany; U. S. Consul Intercedes (Jewish Telegraphic Agency)

BERLIN, July 22—Prohibition of the foreign service of the Jewish Telegraphic Agency from Germany was officially announced this afternoon by the Nazi authorities in an interview with Raymond Geist, American consul at Berlin, when the American diplomatic representative made inquiries regarding the closing of the Berlin bureau of the American-owned news service and the suspension of its service within Germany.

This marks the first case since the Hitler regime came to power in Germany, that the rigid censorship installed here has been extended to prohibit completely the functioning of correspondents of an American news-gathering agency who are American citizens.

The authorities explained that this measure was not directed personally against Mr. Smoak, chief European correspondent of the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, whose headquarters have been in Berlin, but against the news service. Mr. Smoak, it was said, will not be deported but may remain in Germany safely as long as he does not engage in correspondence work for the Jewish Telegraphic Agency.

This prohibition has aroused much interest among the foreign correspondents here and several of them feel that it may be the forerunner of other prohibitions. Many American newspapermen in Berlin have aroused the keen displeasure of the Nazi authorities because of the contents of their news dispatches and it is believed that similar steps may be taken against them, if the authorities succeed in maintaining their ban on the Jewish Telegraphic Agency correspondents.

Official representations to the German authorities made by the American diplomatic representatives may result in reopening of the question of suppression of the Jewish Telegraphic Agency service, George S. Messersmith, American consul general, informed the news service representatives here today.

"Representations have been made to the government in our behalf," Mr. Messersmith declared, "and a promise obtained to reexamine the (Continued on Page 4)
STAVSKY IS INNOCENT, SAYS JABOTINSKY; CHARGES 'LARGE SECTION OF JEWRY' WITH TRYING TO MAKE CAPITAL OUT OF CASE

(J.T.A. Special Correspondence)

STAVSKY INNOCENT, JABOTINSKY
Says; 'Section of Jewry Making Capital Out of Case'

WARSAW, July 10—"I feel sure that Stavsky is innocent, and it is evident that the investigation has so far produced no proof of his guilt that has a chance of convincing any unbiased court of justice," declared Mr. Jabotinsky, as any generation stood by Mendel Beilis, Vladimir Jabotinsky, Revisionist President and head of the Britsh Trumpledor said in a statement which he made to the Jewish Telegraphic Agency here.

"Tired friends urge me," he continued, "to treat this case as an opportunity for assuring the world that Revisionism and the Betar (Britain Trumpledor) neither preach nor countenance murder. I must disappoint these friends. Just as during the Belis case no decent Jew ever absolved himself to swearing again and again that our religion does not teach drinking Christian blood, so I decline to insult, by such assurances, the movement into which I put the best of my soul, trying to rescue this fashion it in the loftiest of Jewish ethical traditions. Our answer to the calumny will be not apology, but accusation.

"There are two rules sacred to all civilized humanity: a man claiming his innocence is considered innocent until a court has pronounced him guilty (the decent part of humanity sometimes goes even farther, and accepts the decisions of the Sacco-Vanzetti cases); and, secondly, even the proved guilt of any individual should never be construed as a guilt of his community. Both these rules should be especially sacred to all Jews, doubly so the second, whose violation has ever been a poisoned weapon in the hands of anti-Semitism."

Violating Principles

"I accuse a large section of Jewry, in this case, of ignominiously violating both those intangible principles," Jabotinsky declared. "They see a young Jew in a Palestine prison swearing his innocence, fighting for his life and his honor; they have not yet heard of any proof against him yet they already proclaim him a murderer and push him to the gallows. Moreover, they charge a whole great movement, counting tens of thousands of adherents and ten

1929 and went to the University of Berlin's medical school in 1930. He has been studying medicine at the University of Greifswald for the last two years.

He took pre-medical course at Columbia University in 1928 and

Joseph Ridder Off Again

Joseph Ridder, publisher of the New York Staats-Herald, sailed Saturday for Europe aboard the S.S. Europa of the North German Lloyd line. At the office of his newspaper it was stated that he plans to go to Berlin on business and would remain there indefinitely.
Miss Thompson Explains
Menace of Hitler Regime
To Burlington Audience
(Jewish Daily Bulletin)

BURLINGTON, Vt., July 22—Mrs. Sinclair Lewis, known to the journalistic world as Dorothy Thompson, continued her personal anti-Hitler educational campaign here last night when she addressed an audience at City Hall auditorium on "The Menace of the Nazi Regime." Mrs. Lewis, who served as a correspondent in Berlin for eight years and recently acted as correspondent for the Jewish Telegraphic Agency there, told her audience that "only through knowledge of German social and political history is it possible to understand the present upheaval."

The great shock of losing the war, the persecution of the Jews which produced a "nemesis of insecurity," and the post-war inflation, she said, were fundamental causes of the Nazi revolution. "Never in the world did I think that Hitler would carry out his program," she stated, "because it didn't make sense. But now I realize that whether or not a thing makes sense is no test of its validity."

Accuse Mosley of Conducting
Raid on Rival Fascist Outfit
(Continued from Page 1)
between British Fascists and Jewish youths may result.

Today Mosley's black-shirt organization continued to stress the fact that they are not anti-Semitic, and worried Jews against attacking them by mistake, as "there may lose patience and respond in a like manner."

The frequent fights between the British Fascists and the British Union of Fascists possibly is responsible for the fact that both groups are unimportant in spite of the attraction of their showy uniforms. Between them they count less than a thousand members. While the British Union of Fascists looks toward Rome for its inspiration, the British Fascists are supposed to be inspired by Berlin, from where they are allegedly drawing their financial support.

Summer Teacher's Institute
Ends Session in Syracuse
(Jewish Daily Bulletin)

SYRACUSE, July 21—The Syracuse Summer Teachers Institute for Religious School Workers and Club Leaders, sponsored by the Jewish Community Center under the auspices of the Northeastern Religious Union and Syracuse University, has been successfully concluded here this week after a two-week period.

Nazi Firm Won't Come to
Tel Aviv to Face Trial;
Maybe Judge Is a Jew
(Jewish Telegraphic Agency)

TEL AVIV, July 10—Germans may deny that Jews have anything to complain about in Germany, but here in Palestine they were candid. In a reply to a summons to appear at a court here today a Hamburg firm has written to the Magistrate protesting against this city as the seat of the trial in view of "the severe boycott being waged at present in Tel Aviv against everything German . . . . and as there is every reason to believe the judge will be of Jewish descent."

The defendant asked either that the case be heard in Germany or else that it be tried by "an impartial British judge."

Hias Meets New Burdens
Put on by German Crisis,
Semi-Annual Report Tells

A marked increase in the volume of its work since the beginning of the year was announced yesterday as the Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society issued its semi-annual report. According to Isaac Levy, general manager of Hias, the increased activity can be traced directly to the general situation abroad and particularly to what is happening in Germany.

According to the report, 22,609 persons sought and received advice and information and 1,993 affidavits were prepared and drawn up by Hias during the period from January 1 to June 30, this year. Hias' work with its affiliate organizations and branches in foreign lands also increased in scope, the report stated.

Some of the work done by Hias since the start of the year included:

Meeting 219 steamers upon arrival here and attending to the needs of Jewish immigrants; handling 3,283 inquiries in respect to immigration cases; serving 6,836 kosher meals at Ellis Island; transmitting through its remittance Bureau, the Hias Immigrant Bank, $333,541 from 38,559 individuals residing in the United States for the relief of their kin abroad; placing 288 persons in jobs through its employment bureau; serving 218,667 meals and providing 33,836 nights' shelter through the Shelter Department and assisting 1,852 applicants in the preparation of their citizenship papers.

Nazis Halt J.T.A. Cable
Service Out of Germany;
U. S. Consul Intercedes
(Continued from Page 1)

BERLIN, July 22—The bureau was closed Thursday at the order of Ludvig Diels, chief of the Prussian state police and of the German political police for "the maintenance of public security and order and for the prevention of the future acts endangering the State such as may be expected." Publication of the German Bulletin issued by the bureau was ordered suspended.

The State Department at Washington has been asked by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency to aid in the case it was made at the news service main office here. It was pointed out that the Jewish Telegraphic Agency is an American organization with news bureaus throughout the world.

Otto Schick, an Austrian citizen, who is editor of the Berlin office of the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, was arrested by the secret police early in June and was released after a week's imprisonment following interference by American diplomatic representatives.

Raise Nearly Million in
Drive for Reich Relief

The half-way mark in the German Relief Campaign is in sight, Rabbi Jonah B. Wise stated yesterday as he announced that contributions had mounted to $924,000. The sum of $2,000,000 is set as the goal of the campaign.

He declared that there need be no fear a single penny of the contributions will be lost or diverted from the purpose for which they are made. "We are in receipt of an authentic message," Rabbi Wise said, "informing us with respect to the stories of the blocking of certain Jewish welfare funds in Germany that four of the five accounts blocked are now released; that only the Wirtschaftsblatt account, connected with the Physicians' Committee is still blocked, but that the matter is expected to clear shortly. These are all accounts of German organizations and this does not in any way affect the Joint Distribution Committee.

"The German Central Committee of Relief and Reconstruction is daily receiving reports from the provincial branches of the Committee, that the incomes required to cover the budgets of their local institutions are rapidly dwindling, that deficits are accumulating and that prospects of the near future are disastrous."
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Polish Jewish Federation
Pledges Boycott Support

The administrative Committee of the Federation of Polish Jews yesterday pledged support to the boycott of German goods at a meeting held at the organization’s executive offices, 225 West 34th Street. The committee urged the American Jewish Congress, of which the Federation of Polish Jews is an affiliated member, officially to support the boycott program.

The resolution was signed by Benjamin Winter, president of the Federation of Polish Jews in America; Z. Tygell, executive director, and Herman B. Oberman, chairman of the administrative committee.

Limiting of Jews in Trades and Professions
Divides Austrian Press

(Continued from Page 1)

professions, where Jews at present are almost completely unrepresented.

Meanwhile the Jewish press is continuing to support the government led by Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss, not because Jews approve of the latest Christian demands, but in view of the fact that the government continues to be strenuously anti-Jewish.

The Peasants Union is pressing for the numerous clauses, according to the Neugkeit Weltblatt, demanding an immediate restriction against the Jews in medicine, law and other professions. The paper pointed out that the peasants’ unions are generally known to be in control of determining the government’s policy at present.

Christian Socialists in favor of the numerous clauses give as their reason the allegation that the measure is necessary to check the Austrian youth in its flight from the war and the Nazis. Urban Christian Socialists are inclined to doubt the practicality of the measure, but the country classes are strongly in favor of it.

The Democratic press has warned the government to refrain from adding the anti-Semitic issue to their program in their fight against the Socialists and the Nazis.

Ort Extends its Work
For European Jews

(Jewish Telegraphic Agency)

According to a report just received by the Peoples ORT Federation, American Branch of the World ORT, from the Central Executive, the ORT Verband, the organization in 1932 was able not only to maintain the institutions already established but to establish new ones. A good deal of the work at present is centered around the German Jewish situation, it was announced, with ORT able to render valuable relief to refugees in countries contiguous to Germany.

A total of 236 German Jews in Berlin alone have completed ORT courses, qualifying them to obtain employment as chauffeurs, tractor drivers and painters, it was declared. In the last few weeks new courses have been opened for chemical workers, iron workers, weavers and other trades. All the ORT committees in the various countries of Eastern and Central Europe have opened special departments to assist German Jewish refugees in becoming industrialized.

BEER AND WINE LICENSES
Retailers — Wholesalers — Brewers

NOTICE is hereby given that License Number N.Y. A-9862 has been issued to the undersigned to sell beer and wine at retail under Section 75 of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Law at 123 St. Nicholas Ave., New York, New York County, N.Y., to be consumed on the said premises.

LOUIS KRONGELB
123 St. Nicholas Ave., New York, N.Y.

NOTICE is hereby given that License Number N.Y. A-9940 has been issued to the undersigned to sell beer and wine at retail under Section 75 of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Law at 59 W. 209th St., New York City, New York County, N.Y., to be consumed on the said premises.
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NOTICE is hereby given that License Number N.Y. B-8364 has been issued to the undersigned to sell beer and wine at retail under Section 75 of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Law at 785 12th Ave., New York City, New York County, to be consumed on the said premises.

SIDORE FRISTEN
785 12th Ave., New York, N.Y.

NOTICE is hereby given that License Number N.Y. A-7937 has been issued to the undersigned to sell beer and wine at retail under Section 75 of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Law at 85 Willet St., New York City, New York County, N.Y., not to be consumed upon the said premises.

ABRAHAM BETHEIL
85 Willet St., New York, N.Y.

NOTICE is hereby given that License Number N.Y. A-5558 has been issued to the undersigned to sell beer and wine at retail under Section 75 of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Law at 132 Madison Ave., New York, New York County, not to be consumed upon the said premises.
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132 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
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